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D

ear readers,
Home’Society is back this spring with a yearning
for warmer weather and an eager desire to tell
you all about the latest trends. In the past few

months, Home’Society has managed to distinguish itself as an
innovative platform that showcases a curated selection of the best
products that fit the latest trends of interior design. This spring issue
will have a Masterclass on the Spring Trends of 2022 to help and
inspire you on your design journey. We hope to pique your interest
with a special feature on BRABBU’s Opulent New York “Empire”
Penthouse and with an exclusive interview of Isabelle Miaja, a
flourishing Interior Designer that has gained a lot of popularity
in the past years. You will also learn about the rising stars in the
world of interior design, which architects and interior designers are
breaking through and making a name for themselves, as well as
the art of modern interiors and the power of architecture. Another
hot topic that will be discussed in this 3rd issue is the special Design
Event of iSaloni occurring later on in June. Finally, this spring issue
will dive into the city of Cannes, a well-known spot for its luxurious
and extravagant lifestyle. We have prepared a thorough city guide
that will tell you all about the best spots to explore and discover
the city. We’ll take you to the city’s most popular art galleries to the
trendiest cafés frequented by locals. We warmly encourage you to
read this third issue of Home’Society Magazine and we hope you
enjoy this edition as much as we loved creating it, Home’Society
mission is and will always be to inspire you on every single page!
EDITORIAL TEAM
2022
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RISING STARS

HOLLOWAY LI
FROM LONDON TO THE WORLD

BERMONDS LOCKE LONDON
IN HOLLOWAYLI.COM
BERMONDS LOCKE
GUEST ROOM

Alex Holloway and Na Li met while studying at the Bartlett
School of Architecture in London and initially worked together
on the Soho Farmhouse while at Michaelis Boyd. Although
they each started their own practice in 2015, they frequently
collaborated and made their partnership official in 2018
when they formed the Holloway Li practice. London itself
inspires the duo, who cite the conflict between historicism
and futurism as a formative influence. “Our work captures
some of that antagonism,” says Holloway, who grew up
in London. In addition, their projects often act as a “bridge
between Far Eastern and Western thought,” says Li, who was
born in Nanjing, China.
This worldview has served them well in coming up with
projects for the Hoxton brand. Holloway Li is designing a
rooftop terrace extension with a restaurant for the original
Shoreditch field office. “Na and I are both designers at
heart, so the ambition is always to create spaces that are
fun, interesting, and challenge customer expectations,”
says Holloway. “Na’s power is with technical insight and
application whereas my focus is on the conceptual side of
the design process. In that sense, we make a perfect team.
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GUEST ROOM
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The project Bermonds Locke is one of the highlights from
this studio. An Urban 143-room retreat that is focused on
sustainability, located in Bermondsey, South London. Housed
in the concrete shell of a former office building, it is the first
of a series of projects between Holloway Li and Locke that
explores the concept of “home meets hotel.”
The designers drew inspiration from California’s Joshua Tree
and the Navajo’s culture to create a desert aesthetic that is
felt throughout the spaces. Thoughtful use of reused and
recycled materials is at the heart of this design.
Alex Holloway and Na Li say “by innovating the reuse of
materials, we hope to highlight how a circular material
economy can generate an incredibly unique aesthetic and a
new kind of living experience – doing more, with less.”
This latest project from Holloway Li fully embraced the
studio’s materials-saving approach. In doing so, they have
created a project with a unique voice that speaks to the
future of design.

BERMONDS LOCKE
RECEPTION / COWORKING

_16

BERMONDS LOCKE
RESTAURANT / BAR
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THE ART OF MODERN INTERIORS

THE ART
OF MODERN
INTERIORS
PALLAZO TOURING
CLUB PROJECT

PALAZZO TOURING
CLUB PROJECT
A SYNERGY BETWEEN
MODERN AND HISTORY

PRIVATE HOUSE IN PADUA
PROJECT

“

_18

The selected materials,
the finishes, the furnishing
elements, every detail
recalls those which, in the
common imagination, are
elements tied to travel
and consequently to the
founding history of the
Touring Club.

“

Studio Marco Piva gave The Hotel Palazzo Touring Club

operation of great cultural interest: in order to preserve

Milan a modern style by combining the existing historic

and give new luster to the historical and cultural heritage

feel of the building, bringing to life a space that honors the

of the Touring Club Italiano, the architectural and interior

legacy of travel. The redevelopment and restoration project

design intervention completed by the Studio fittingly found

of Palazzo Bertarelli has been completed, being one of the

inspiration in the travel concept.

most beautiful expressions of late Art Nouveau in Milan

The selected materials, the finishes, the furnishing elements,

and the historic headquarters of the Italian Touring Club.

every detail recalls those which, in the common imagination,

The recovery of the authentic history that permeates the

are elements tied to travel and consequently to the founding

halls of the building is the result of a massive and important

history of the Touring Club.
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“

With my studio, i have a
forward-looking goal:
living the present, while
preserving the past and
planning the future

“

“With my Studio, I have a forward-looking goal: living the present, while preserving
the past and planning the future,” explains Marco Piva, Founder of Studio Marco
Piva. “This is the perspective that has guided the restoration of Palazzo Bertarelli,
taking advantage of every aspect of the original building, allowing its elegant and
sophisticated soul to travel into the 21st century.”
The concept underlying the project was divided into three main areas of intervention:
the monumental recovery of the original façade, the necessity to respond to new
needs resulting from the change of intended use and the restoration of the spaces
to a usable condition – while at the same time maintaining close ties with the preALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF STUDIO
MARCO PIVA AND ANDREA MARTIRADONNA

_22

existing functions – and, finally, a design with great attention to detail that combines
historical and modern values.
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PRIVATE HOUSE
IN PADUA PROJECT
A PRIVATE RESIDENCE THAT
BLENDS OLD AND NEW

The interior design project by Studio Marco Piva, located in
the heart of Padua with a panoramic view of the entire city,
emphasizes the existing spaces and highlights the historical
character of the Art Nouveau architecture of the building.
The aim of the project was to develop a functional continuity
between the architecture and the interior design.
According to the requirements of the client, who wanted
to create a refined and elegant home environment, yet
contemporary. “The objective was to achieve a longlasting, functional and sophisticated space, rich in details
that emphasize the exclusivity of the overall project,” Piva
explains. In line with the building’s architectural features,
some emblematic elements have also been reproduced
inside. It is the case of the imposing doors, which have been
enhanced with large glass panels, and double height, to
create an osmotic dialogue with the outside and give the
house a luxurious and monumental character, perfectly
integrated into its surroundings.
The result is an exclusive home, whose cladding and
finishes have been completely custom designed, featuring
detailed bespoke designs in all the rooms: from the use of
precious materials such as marble, which has been carefully
redesigned and reinterpreted both on the surfaces and on
the cladding, to the metals used both to accentuate the
approach imposed by the architecture and to highlight the
contrast between the materials.
Also the various woods and glass finishes which, combined
with the lighting system, create spectacular plays of light and
shadow.

_26
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INTERIOR DESIGN MASTERCLASSES

INTERIOR DESIGN
MASTERCLASSES
2022 SPRING TRENDS

Spring is almost upon us and the interior trends for spring/
summer 2022 are a reflection of the hope for literal and
metaphorical sunnier days. This year’s trends demonstrate the
efforts we make to create a more seamless transition between
the exterior and interior of our homes by investing in light and
airy open spaces and implementing biophilic design principles.

BIOPHILIC DESIGN
Biophilic Design is becoming non-negotiable and a musthave in the interior design and architecture world. People
are tired of concrete and want to experience more of nature
in their homes and workspaces. Plant-first design solutions
are finding their way into our living rooms to increase our
nature connections and enhance our wellbeing. From
staircase gardens to biophilic interiors and floral ceilings,
we’re definitely going green!
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CURVY LINES

UNEXPECTED LUXURY

Investing in home decor like curved couches, curved bar

Wanting the best of everything in your home is nothing

designs and curved kitchen islands is set to be huge this

new, but this trend is all about bringing luxury into the least-

season. It seems that having spent so much time at home

expected corners of your home. Whether it’s the laundry

during the past few years made people more aware of just

room or a luxury basement, this spring people will be giving

how boxy the typical room can feel. Introducing curves to

luxurious makeovers to the nooks and crannies of their home.

counterbalance an abundance of right angles and straight
lines definitely makes a space feel less rigid and more fluid.
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GOTHIC-AISSANCE

EMOTIONAL
ESCAPE ROOMS

Some might embrace goth decor to its fullest extent—skull-

Emotions are trending right now. After almost two years of

shape bowls, coffee tables made from coffins, skeletons as

being confound to our homes, it’s no wonder people want

wall art—but for most of us goth decor is more a matter of

to create their own oasis to get away from it all within their

embracing the dark and the moody through black sofas or

interiors. From spa-like bathrooms to the wonderful world

rugs. Also consider adding the hallmarks of classic Gothic

of color psychology – our home’s impact on our health has

architecture and design, such as arched mirrors.

never felt more current. It is the ultimate coming together of
interior design trends and wellness trends in one safe space.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH THEODORA KAYA

ISABELLE MIAJA PROJECTS IN
MIAJADESIGNGROUP.COM
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH
ISABELLE MIAJA

are patterns on what is going to make something beautiful

Isabelle Miaja is an interior designer who started her career in Beverly Hills and later

and successful, and there are patterns that tell you, you are

moved to Asia to have new experiences. She had to learn a new way of living and

going to get into trouble if you continue that way and this

how to deal with a new culture, however, she thrived to place her name in the interior

is something that not only your six senses tell you but also

design world and to develop her skills to a whole new level. She told us it’s a learning

years of going through the paths and mainly worn out paths

curve, as design is all about making mistakes and improving from them. She took her

that at one point you can tell “okay this is not going the right

time to learn about her passion and spent many hours developing her skills. Isabelle

way and this is going the right way”.

Miaja takes us on a tour of her creative process

Recently you were recognized by Tatlers Singapore

be learnt about , so, to become good at what you are doing

as a leading force in the interior design business for

you have to spend a lot of hours. I think for a single trade you

International Women’s Day. Could you please tell us

need to spend many hours on it which I think, unfortunately,

about what made you follow this career path and how

being great at something comes with age and you have to

was it like to become such a house name in the designing

pay your dues.

LUXUS HILLS
SHOWFLATS

business?
When we look at the final result of a project, either in a
Lots of work and then again, I would say lots of work. I

magazine or, well, even in real life we never think about

think that when I started my career as an interior designer,

all the small details, all the knowledge that is indeed

definitely it was a learning curve, you have to put in a lot

involved in achieving that perfect result and all the try-

of time which a lot of people don’t realize that it takes a lot

ons, all the trying process because when we think about

of time to learn your passion. Passion is one thing but there

designing in a computer, the result in the place can be

are a lot of technicalities in our business which needs to be

totally different, so there is a lot of trying involved.

addressed, and I was just, like, writing another article on that.
It’s never emphasized enough how many hours an architect,

I read somewhere that you have to learn from your mistakes,

an interior designer spends on their trade, on being good at

one never learns, as much, from doing things perfectly. You

what they are doing and it’s a lot of knowledge that needs

have to really try and fall, and try and fall until you really

to be accumulated. Again, we are not talking about just

feel that you got something you can count on. In the back

beautiful colors and textures, and I’m sure a lot of people

of your mind, your knowledge is there, and it becomes an

can do that on their own, but when you are setting a project

instinct. So, things don’t repeat exactly the same, but there

from scratch there is lot of construction that actually needs to

are patterns also in everything and when you design there
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AN INTERVIEW WITH ISABELLE MIAJA

NERO MEDITERRANEO
AMARI
HAVODDA

From Paris to the United States, to Asia, you have lived

and this is definitely a huge learning curve for me. I think that

and been to more continents than the average person.

as a designer not only do you need to stay current, but you

How would you say this panoply of countries and cultures

also need to keep on learning.

has influenced your design process and your creations?
And besides this influence of cultures, are there any
I think that the design process, in my way of thinking, there is

common elements that you try to incorporate into your

a process to it, and it is not very different if I work in different

work? Or is everything a blank canvas when you first

countries. It is mostly about knowledge also about the place

start?

where you are working and the people you are working for.
There are so many differences between the different cultures

I think that incorporating what I have learned comes just

and what works for one is actually not necessarily good for the

almost naturally, but those are fundamentals on how you

other. There are a lot of cultural differences also in people’s

approach a space, for how to live in the space, and how

approach to their environment and I think that it is always

to use the space. So, those are things that are more, as I

in a constant rethinking and reapproaching in terms on the

mentioned, the fundamentals. Even for handicaps and how

way I work. I’m just starting, for the first time, to work in Korea,

to make things accessible, which reminds me that I have to

even though the culture digs deeply into some Chinese and

do a handicapped toilet in that hotel, I forgot about that you

some Japanese influences, I think Korea has a very strong

see, it’s like no matter what, no matter how many years, there

history of the country and to me that knowledge needs to be

things that actually “ah sush, I forgot about this one”. There

acquired. So, yes, I do have knowledge, but I always feel that

is a common knowledge on how you approach a project,

there is more to be learned because the projects demands

it is a bit systematic but then after that comes in all that

for me to get new knowledge, so, it becomes an integral part

special strokes that make that project quite unique, you do

of the place we were designing.

want to do something which is a unique “painting”, you are
not going to repeat it everything that you add to the basic

And do you believe there are any big, fundamental

elements need to become the soul of the project and that is

differences between the design process and styles from

what makes each project stand out at their one. I think at one

Europe, America, and Asia, more specifically, Singapore?

point you don’t want to be entering an Isabelle Miaja design
project, you want to enter that specific space and later on

Like everything in the world, I think people are different

think “wow, who designed that” but first the space has to

therefore you have to learn those differences, it goes through

“wow” you. What you want is that project to breathe its own

the whole system of understanding the culture. I come back

life and then shine on its own and mature on its own.

to that, but it is something that most people don’t. Working

_38

from afar you have to even put more effort into designing in

You have always been surrounded with artistic familiar

a place which you have not set foot in. I think I was in Korea

figures your entire life, with your grandfather being a

maybe once in my life and at the moment I’m designing a

bronze sculptor and your granduncle being the National

project in Busan, the whole hotel, which wants me to dig

Poet of Spain. The world of arts seems to have always

deeply into their historical roots and asking me, also to

been a part of your life. Would you say that this has

design their landscape which is a typical Korean landscape,

affected you and your art in any way?

39_
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OZEN BY ATMOSPHERE

I think that being sensitive and have been given that

I remember that art classes were once a week and

to create buildings, like Zaha Hadid has been doing, where

2020 has been a difficult year for nearly the entire world,

sensitivity was a great aspect of my childhood. My mom

mathematics classes would still be once a day and I wish

the imagination has no limits. I sometimes look at what they

yet, you have managed to overcome any setbacks and

was always fascinated by different cultures, I know

it was the other way around because I was so terrible at

are able to do with a lot of envy because they are able

even received two World Luxury Awards for your work in

that she is so much into Egyptian history, and she loves

mathematics. I know some schools are giving a lot of priority

to shake the approach of building construction. So, as an

the Pullman Maldives Maamuta Resorts and for the vegan

astronomy, and we were just the other day talking about

for people who are very creative and I think that is a feeling

interior designer, I think that we still are bound by walls and

cuisine restaurant, Phat Chameleon. Which three words

that new telescope that is being launched in November

that creativity, with parents now being much more hands on

we are bound, also, by a utilitarian aspect. I’m not saying that

would you use to describe your design style?

which would be able to see beyond our galaxy which is

into the direction of their children’s abilities they can maybe

we cannot be innovative but we need to be respectful that a

going to be completely amazing. When you are able to

spot it a little bit faster then we had the chance. So, I think that

space is also a space we will want to live in and there is a

I like to always give something unique and inspiring. I like to

have discussions like this at home I think that your mind

yes you have to be attentive.

sense of comfort that I love to respect for people. I don’t like

give a sense of mental calmness when you enter the space.

when people look at a chair and don’t even know how to sit

I like to give soul to a design and not to be too serious. I

really starts having an understanding of boundaries that
are much further away that your own home living and being

Your designs, even if minimal, always seem to have some

on it, like a comfortable sofa, and I like a beautiful light but it

also think that being too serious adds a bit of gloom, I like to

surrounded by books and by art and by, also the culture

color present, you just refer to the colors, for instance,

needs to give me light at the end of the day. There is always

smile, I like things to smile, and I like inventiveness with a bit

of beauty, was something that was a great gift given to

on the butterfly wings. Do you have any preference on

a big fight between form and function.

of cheekiness in it.

me right from the start. But I also think that is not given to

whether you prefer to work with neutral tones, or with a

everyone and that culture of beauty may not be something

more colorful palette?

that you are brought up at home with, so, I would always
encourage people that beauty can be found everywhere,

I would say that, at the moment, I’m more attracted to the

nature is one of the first teachers for me. I learned some

cooler tone, 90’s, but I also think that because I’m very close

unbelievable lessons and still keep on learning about them.

to nature, I think that it’s a big learning field, it just depends on

Walking in nature you look at the wings of a butterfly and

the project, depends on what type of mood you are trying to

then you think “wow” the universe and God have actually

give the project. If you want something which is fresh, joyful,

made beautiful things, where the colors come together in a

then you use the warmer colors, if you want something a little

fascinating way and I think you can learn a lot by that. You

bit more meditative you go to the cooler colors. So, I think

can also educate yourself and taste can be integral to your

that every project has its own mood and requires a different

upbringing but you can also develop it yourself, I would

palette of colors and I think it’s important also to be sensitive

think you need to keep that hope that people who had

to that.

not had the chance to grow up in amazing environments
still can develop a mind that will be astonished with the

Now talking about a little bit more about the Miaja Design

understanding of what they can absorb. Knowledge is

Group. It is known for ranging from luxury brand hotels and

something you need to acquire and put effort into.

resorts to high-end residential lots. Would you say there
is a favorite type of design project you enjoy conducting?

And that expression you used, “culture of beauty” I believe
that is it because, for instance, what school kids are taught

I say that the project that I love the most is the one that lets

how to think in a way of mathematics, sciences but that

me imagine and just come up with a world which I don’t have

part of artistic education or learn how to appreciate and

any boundaries, the dream of any designer. I think that at

cultivate beauty it is not really explored.

this point, although they do have constraints with structural
and a lot of things, architects sometimes have the chance

_40
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NERO MEDITERRANEO
WHITE
PULLMAN
ROCK
CENTRAL PARK

What other projects are you currently working on that you
hope to be highlighted in the near future?
We are doing the renovation of a project in Vietnam. I think it’s
going to be quite interesting because I love renovations, it’s
almost like an animal changing its skin. Hopefully I will give
it more of that new colorful aspect. Something that gives it a
new life and it’s sustainable making an “old lady” look like
a “fresh young lady” which is what we did for the Sukhotahi
Hotel. I think the new project is also a renovation of a space
which they want it to become the place for people to come
and relax and find a new breathing space within the city and
I think that any space in the world can become an oasis and
is up to us how we transform it.
And now, talking a little bit more about products, are there
any particular Home ‘Society products that you feel could
complement your visual style in any way?
I personally love designing rugs, I think that is almost
like designing a painting, I love that. And I so admire the
handcrafting that comes into designing a carpet and the
actual understanding of the yarn and the process of the
coloring of the yarns.
What is the best advice you could give to any designer?
Keep the passion going, only come into this business if
the passion is strong because it’s going to be, definitely, a

“

I think that any space in the
world can become an oasis and
is up to us how we transform it.

“

very trying path, a lot of two steps forward and five steps
backwards in many aspects of it. I think that it’s very hard for
people to realize unless they would be sitting next to you, to
see how many hours are being spent into just one single line
drawing because of the thought process and all the ideas
are needed to be put into it to make sure that it’s, actually,
not just a beautiful drawing but a drawing that works as well.
So, passion and persistence, don’t give up, I think that once
our vision is strong, keep it out there.
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH

And how do such diverse inspirations feed into BRABBU’s
design narrative?
The brand reflects an intense way of living, bringing fierceness,

BRABBU

strength and power into an urban lifestyle. We believe in the
strength of the oceans and volcanoes and that every force

A Decade In The Making: Building an Intense Way of Living with BRABBU

of nature has a rhythm, a heartbeat. We regard BRABBU

An Interview with brand’s CEO, Sara Lança

as nature’s child, remembering its wildness and reinventing
design by using nature’s materials, textures, scents, flavors

Deeply rooted in Portuguese craftsmanship, BRABBU Design Forces was revealed for the

and colors. Our diverse customisation solutions, wide range

first time to the world in September of 2011. Ten years later, the fierce design and strong

of materials, fabrics and finishes provide all the elements

dedication the brand expresses in every product has granted a privileged spot in the interior

needed to achieve a winning and revolutionary design.

design industry and in the heart and mind of professionals and design lovers’ worldwide.

KENSINGTON TWONHOUSE
BY STUDIO FIFTH ELEMENT

Recognised as a design authority by some of the most reputable and well-known platforms
of the sector, BRABBU is leading figure of some of the most prestigious residential and public
interior design projects and conquered an unbeatable online presence.

Who was the brand in the past and who is it today?

for different people, from Classic to Modern, from the living
room to the entryway. Style by Style, Room by Room is now

Inspired by Nature, shaped by man, this is BRABBU. Bringing

our approach.

the raw, the untamed and the very essence of noble materials
and handwork techniques to high-end design. This was our

What have been some of the highlights of this journey

core at the beginning, when we started building the brand

thus far?

from scratch, and so it remains until today.
Every day, our tribe of designers and craftsmen strive to

BRABBU has already faced many challenges and

create products that bring the comfort, functionality and

achievements, but this is certainly the one we are the most

personality any space deserves. BRABBU now has a wider

proud of: to conquer and to maintain the loyalty of our

range of furniture: casegoods, upholstery, lighting and

stakeholders. Everything that we are and have today was

softgoods. This was the result of the will and effort to provide

achieved thanks to a specific attitude of Fierceness, of Union,

our clients with an increasingly integrated offer and service,

of Resilience and Proactivity from the ones that did not accept

covering spaces from the bedroom to the home office. We

to be defeated by the hardship of some challenges - to this

can now say that our customers can decorate a home using

we call Invictus, another core value of the brand. This was the

only BRABBU products, also with the collaboration of some

attitude that led BRABBU to what we are today and that kept

partner brands as Maison Valentina and Rug’Society.

us so strong and united: our strength and identity remain on

We believe in design that fits our customer’s personality and

the merit of our team, in our partners, and on all the support

allows the expression of who they really are. Different styles

that our clients and followers gave us through the years.
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ASPENMEDITERRANEO
NERO
HOUSE
BY CALLENDER HOWORTH

BRABBU is a brand especially known by its upholstery

Our customers have been requesting a new feature that

category although it presents an impressive integrated

would make counter stools more suitable for kitchens with

offer and a wide range of products. Can we consider

countertops, as well as dining chairs, so we created the

upholstery the biggest take of the brand and the great

Swivel collection.

focus of the latest years?
The past years proved to be different from what any of us
We want the interior design professionals to find a diversity of

could have expected. How has BRABBU adapted to the

solutions to fulfill their projects needs and have the possibility

challenge?

of executing any project, from the beginning till the end,
without having to search for other solutions in other brands.

Difficult times often help to build character and strengthen

Upholstery is part of the solution that answers the integrated

ties. The past two years have been a wild ride, but intensity is

offer problem. This is the category for which BRABBU is

the core value of BRABBU and we have made the most out of

known, because it was one of the brand’s big investments

it, preparing new projects and opportunities for cooperation.

along the years, although this investment became more

Some things never change over the years and circumstances:

focused in the development of upholstery techniques and

our commitment to our customers and excellence in design.

on the release of new products. We also invested in new

Regardless of the paradigm, they can always count on

customisation options that include the possibility of applying

BRABBU to be a supplier, a guide and an inspiration in all

our client’s fabrics into our chairs. Nevertheless, in all of

their interior design ventures.

BRABBU products categories we have some winning best
sellers starring the latest design trends.

The presence in the digital world is one of BRABBU’s
most powerful weapon, if we look over the numbers of
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BRABBU has released a good amount of new products

its social media networks. With the constant innovations

during the last year. Which one of them was the biggest

of the digital world, how did the brand adapt to all these

innovation and production challenge?

changes?

Indeed, the past year was full of exciting ideas regarding the

Our presence in the digital world and our adaptation to its

release of new products and implementation of innovative

constant changes are the outcomes of solid research and

techniques. BRABBU has introduced new materials and

the implementation of new tactics that our team is constantly

finishes with special emphasis on faux-marble painting, a

testing and reinventing. Since the beginning until now,

manual painting technique that resembles the texture of

BRABBU has always worked to create a 360º strategy in the

marble, and which has led our best sellers - ARDARA - to

digital world, looking up to be on all fronts. We always search

gain a new life. Another of our most well-known products, the

for the continuous improvement of the online experience

SEQUOIA II, has been produced with textured liquid metal.

we provide our visitors, meeting the needs concerning

When it comes to upholstery, we must mention the WALES

inspirations for projects. These past two years have shown

II Sofa, an option with greater length for larger living rooms,

how important it was to build this presence, especially on

as well as the WALES bed, the first bed on BRABBU’s offer.

Instagram, where BRABBU registered an impressive increase
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HOTEL SCHLOSS MONCHSTEIN
SALZBURG BY H2 YACHT DESIGN

in terms of followers and interactions. One of our biggest
goals is to be a source and a reference in terms of inspiration
for all design lovers. With this in mind, we have been
consolidating our offer in terms of inspirational resources,
releasing new e-books and a new page on our website:
Room by Room. On this page, our visitors will be able to find
a vast source of image inspiration for future projects - going
from entryways to living rooms, dining rooms and kitchens, to
bedrooms and offices, including also a section for hospitality
and contract.Of course, there’s a common thread among all
of these stores, but as I said before, there’s always attention
to the local aspect: it’s like 70% brand identity and 30% local
specific stuff. This means that all stores are and feel different,
but the experience and the philosophy of time are the same.
What can we expect from BRABBU in 2022?
In 2022, you will see BRABBU as the brand that represents an
intense way of living and of inhabiting, through its products,
its communication and way of living. Nature, cultures of
the world and the cosmopolitan lifestyle will be even more
present in everything we do. We will work continuously to
achieve a personalized customer service, ensuring that we
keep in close contact to the stakeholders, BRABBU is going
to become even more digital, continuing to offer virtual world
and digital tools to let our customers enjoy our intense way
of living through design books, virtual houses, guides, and

“

One of our biggest goals is to
be a source and a reference in
terms of inspiration for all
design lovers.

“

much more. We are always stronger with allies than by our
own. Since our biggest goal is to keep having an integrated
offer, we will then keep joining forces with complementary
brands to accomplish the goal of this mission - embracing
our presence within the collective of brands that compose
Home’Society.
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IRREGULAR RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY |
MATHENY PENDANT LIGHT
BY DELIGHTFULL

THE OPULENT
“EMPIRE”
PENTHOUSE

A Modern Home in New York City
This penthouse (13,75m2 | 148,00 sqft) is the most recent
project designed by The Studio HOME’SOCIETY x BRABBU.
Located in the most beloved city, the one everyone dreams
of living - New York - this architectural wonder has a view of
Central Park.
Towering over the city, this wonderful house, located in
a slender and elegant architectural marvel of a building,
has two rooms, a bedroom and an office, one full-service
bathroom, and one service bathroom. Owned by a highclass businesswoman, this project is filled with light, high-end
modern design, and uniquely amazing views.
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KAAMOS MIRROR BY BRABBU | BLACK
INK RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY | GALLIANO
WALL LIGHT BY DELIGHTFULL | INFINITY
CONSOLE BY BOCA DO LOBO

FIFTH AVENUE
13,75m2 | 148,00 sq ft
Fifth Avenue is the most famous shopping street often being

is clearly the perfect example of how to design with these

referred to as Millionaire’s Row. So, as the owner’s personality,

luxurious colors. Mirrors have always played a crucial role

the entryway to her own house should feel as expensive and

in home design for they serve both purpose and design, and

luxurious as this famous avenue. So, everyone who enters

the KAAMOS Mirror fits the ideal mirror on the wall with a

this entryway is contemplated with a kind of luxury that has

flat mirror and three different materials surrounding it. The

a fundamental role in setting the design tone for the whole

BLACK INK Rug brings a modern classic element through its

house. The mixture of gold, black and white is famous for

design and colors, and the INFINITY Console and GALLIANO

bringing a touch of class and modernity into a home and this

Wall Lamp complete this modern luxurious entryway design.
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THE DENDUR LIVING ROOM
27,25m2 | 592.01 sq ft
One of the best exhibitions at the Metropolitan Art Museum
was inspired by the remnants of an over 2,000-year-old
Egyptian Temple, The Roman Emperor Ceasar Augustus
commissioned the Temple of Dendur in honour of Isis and
Osiris, as well as two Nubian sons, Pediese and Pihor. This
luxurious, open-plan living area is inspired by all of the
temple’s awe-inspiring features.
One of the best exhibitions at the Metropolitan Art Museum
was inspired by the remnants of an over 2,000-year-old
Egyptian Temple, The Roman Emperor Ceasar Augustus
SHINTO I CONSOLE, SHINTO
CENTRE TABLE, NAICCA
SUSPENSION LIGHT, TOTTORI
SOFA BY BRABBU | WHITE
GARDEN RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY
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commissioned the Temple of Dendur in honour of Isis and
Osiris, as well as two Nubian sons, Pediese and Pihor. This
luxurious, open-plan living area is inspired by all of the
temple’s awe-inspiring features.
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SHINTO CENTRE TABLE, NAICCA
SUSPENSION LIGHT, TOTTORI SOFA
BY BRABBU | WHITE GARDEN RUG
BY RUG’SOCIETY | REEVES CHAIR
BY ESSENTIAL HOME
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THE TOWNHOUSE DINING ROOM
16m2 | 172,22 sq ft
The dining room can be the heart of a home. It is a place

is beneficial when we want to spend time with family and

where you share meals with your family and friends and

friends. The high-class businesswoman hosts a few business

where you disconnect after a long day at work. Therefore,

dinners as well as dinners with friends, so this dining room has

the design is utterly important to make you feel like you are

all the requirements: it has formal and functional elements

at home and have a space perfect for some quality time.

mixed with comfort and modernity. The SHINTO Rectangular

This dining room maintains the warm pastel and white tones

Dining Table alongside the RUKAY Dining Chair provides the

of the rest of the house, which has a significant impact on

comfortable, elegant, and sophisticated elements for long

our mood. Because of the peaceful feelings it transmits, it

and important dinners.

RUKAY DINING CHAIR, SHINTO
RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE,
CYGNUS DISPLAY, NAICCA
RECTANGULAR SUSPENSION
LIGHT BY BRABBU | IMPERIAL
SNAKE RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY |
COLECCIONISTA BOOKCASE BY
BOCA DO LOBO
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RUKAY DINING CHAIR, SHINTO
RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE,
CYGNUS DISPLAY, NAICCA RECTANGULAR SUSPENSION LIGHT BY
BRABBU | IMPERIAL SNAKE RUG BY
RUG’SOCIETY | COLECCIONISTA
BOOKCASE BY BOCA DO LOBO
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BOURBON BAR CHAIR SWIVEL,
NAICCA PENDANT LIGHT BY
BRABBU

HELL’S KITCHEN
13,75m2 | 148,00 sq ft
Hell’s Kitchen, also known as Clinton, is a New York City

and sophistication. This beautiful kitchen’s design maintains

neighborhood on the West Side of Manhattan. This area is

the same color palette and textures with has an island in

known for its broad array of multicultural, modestly priced

white marble illuminated by the elegant brass with Quartz

eateries, delicatessens, bodegas, bars, and nightlife.

diffusers NAICCA Pendant Lights, and the new BOURBON

There are two essential things when designing a kitchen:

Swivel Counter Stool with a swivel base giving a dynamic

functionality and practicability without leaving aside comfort

element to this design.
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BATAK ARMCHAIR, DUKONO
ARMCHAIR, HORUS BIG IRREGULAR
SUSPENSION LIGHT, VELLUM WALL
LIGHT, LALLAN DESK, LALLAN
BOOKCASE BY BRABBU | KATTA RUG
BY RUG’SOCIETY

THE STRAND OFFICE
12,9m2 | 138,85 sq ft
The Strand was founded in 1927 on Fourth Street, on what

and creativity, free of distractions. It is the case of this home

was then known as ‘Book Row.’ On Book Row, which covered

office – it has a calm and harmonious color palette that

six city blocks, there were 48 bookstores.

creates the ideal backdrop for concentration and focus

This home office, which has been inspired by this historic

while working. With a floor-to-ceiling window, this highly

bookstore, is a calm and balanced place where the owner

illuminated space has the comfort of the SIKA Armchair to

can concentrate and work. It is no surprise that designers

be used by the owner, and the BATAK Armchairs to be used

care as much about the design of such zones as possible,

by the guests of her business meetings.

especially if the atmosphere is conducive to effective work
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BATAK ARMCHAIR, DUKONO ARMCHAIR, HORUS BIG IRREGULAR
SUSPENSION LIGHT, VELLUM WALL
LIGHT, LALLAN DESK, LALLAN
BOOKCASE BY BRABBU | KATTA
RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY
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HIGH-LINE BEDROOM
13,00m2 | 139,93 sq ft
The High Line is among the city’s most popular attractions,

the black headboard, nightstand, and side table, and modern

with a unique combination of art, nature, and architecture that

colours provided by the fully upholstered COMO Armchairs

justifies its popularity. The owner’s personality is expressed

and WALES Bench. The AMIK Table Lights with the shader

in this bedroom’s soft tones and textures with opposing

in light brown and structure in black harmonise both styles.

features. This bedroom has classical colours showcased on

LALLAN BEDSIDE TABLE, APACHE
TABLE LIGHT, WALES BENCH,
BRYCE SIDE TABLE, DUKONO II
ARMCHAIR BY BRABBU | WHITE
GARDEN RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY
MALAWI HEADBOARD, LALLAN
BEDSIDE TABLE, APACHE TABLE
LIGHT, WALES BENCH BY BRABBU
| WHITE GARDEN RUG BY
RUG’SOCIETY
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SYMPHONY BATHTUB BY
MAISON VALENTINA | KOI RUG
BY RUG’SOCIETY | MONET GOLD
SIDE TABLE BY BOCA DO LOBO |
EMPIRE SNOOKER SUSPENSION
LIGHT BY LUXXU

PLAZA BATHROOM
8,3m2 | 89,34 sq ft
Inspired by Plaza Hotel, which is known for its opulent

owner enjoys taking some time just for herself, claiming

design and old-world charm, including its modern amenities.

her time in her own private retreat. For that, the Symphony

Everything about this town shines brightly with gold—

Bathtub with its oval shape is the ideal choice – its elongated

literally. This mentality was continued over to the main

form allows for a long bath in the utmost comfort. The Koi Rug

bathroom. After a long day, the bathroom is our place of self-

adds another touch of elegance to this beautiful bathroom.

indulgence, private refuge, and relaxation. Bathrooms often

Fully illuminated by the Empire Snooker and Empire Wall,

are neglected in interior design; we tend to think of them as

this bathroom shines just like gold in its luxurious gold and

merely a functional space where we get ready and leave.

white decor.

After long days at work with the endless meetings, the house
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SYMPHONY BATHTUB BY
MAISON VALENTINA | KOI RUG
BY RUG’SOCIETY | MONET GOLD
SIDE TABLE BY BOCA DO LOBO |
EMPIRE SNOOKER SUSPENSION
LIGHT BY LUXXU
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LAPIAZ VESSEL SINK, FLOW WALL
MOUNTED MIXER TAP BY MAISON
VALENTINA | IKE PENDANT LIGHT
BY DELIGHTFULL | BRONX MIRROR
BY BOCA DO LOBO
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METROPOLITAN WASHBASIN,
LAPIAZ VESSEL SINK, FLOW WALL
MOUNTED MIXER TAP BY MAISON
VALENTINA | IKE PENDANT LIGHT
BY DELIGHTFULL | BRONX MIRROR
BY BOCA DO LOBO

CITY’S ISLAND POWDER ROOM
2,4m2 | 25,83 sq ft
Inside one’s home, the City Island Powder Room is an exquisite

is wide enough so the owner does not smudge herself, with

oasis to refresh one’s soul. Designed just for the essentials,

the Ike Pendant providing just enough light to make sure

this powder room has the Metropolitan Washbasin in black

everything is sleek and on point.

with the Lapiaz Vessel Sink in gold and the Kilimanjaro Mirror
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7 PÁTIOS HOUSE
BY TETRO
ARQUITETURA

CASA DAS FREIRAS
BY MARIO MARTINS
ATELIER

NCAVED RESIDENCE
BY MOLD
ARCHITECTS

CANTILEVER HOUSE
BY UC21
ARCHITECTS

BLACKCLIFF HOUSE
BY MCLEOD
BOVELL

CARBON BEACH
HOUSE BY KOVAC
DESIGN STUDIO

NCAVED RESIDENCE IN
ARCHITECTUREPRIZE.COM
ALL IMAGES BY COURTESY OF
TETRO ARQUITETURA

THE POWER OF

ARCHITECTURE

STRICKING ARCHITECTURE PROJECTS
WITH SPRING LANDSCAPES
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7 Pátios House

Casa das Freiras

Located in Mina Gerais, Brazil, the 7 Pátios House is a

Designed by Mario Martins Atelier and built from scratch,

residential project developed by TETRO Arquitetura. The

Casa das Freiras is in the site of a former vehicle workshop.

site is surrounded by noisy highways as well as forests

Its only architectural element remaining was the thick exterior

and mountains, and the project was a direct response to

wall from which the building appears - a really massive,

the understanding of the place. After the first visit, it was

powerful white wall that is more than a meter thick, guarding

clear to the architects the need to create an architecture

memories of successive occupations.

that minimizes negative impacts and expands positive

The name Casa das Freiras, or Nun’s House incidentally,

characteristics.

was chosen not after an order of nuns that had occupied

To minimize the noise from the highway and best explore the

this site, rather because it is near an ancient monastery. The

view, a solid wood wall was designed for the main façade,

wall provides shelter to the ancestral tranquility for the patio

with openings on both sides of the volume. From the central

house, a common design in the area as a result of the long

courtyard, it is possible to see the forest and the mountains,

Moorish occupation.

but one can no longer hear the noise. All rooms face small

The architect has managed to bring to fruition true architecture

inner patios to provide privacy and the best views.

of place with an ennobling design proudly fronting the street.

The 7 Pátios House rises from ground level and is accessed
through a passageway between gabion walls. From the
street level, what one sees is a one-story house supported

CASA DAS FREIRAS IN
INTERNATIONALARCHITECTUREAWARDS.COM

on slopes with vegetation.
ALL IMAGES BY COURTESY OF
TETRO ARQUITETURA
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nCaved Residence

Cantilever House

Located on a small secluded rocky cove on the Cycladic

Created by uc21 Architects in 2021, the Cantilever House is

Greek island of Serifos, MOLD Architects has designed a

located in Damavand, Iran, at 2400 meters altitude. The land

one-of-a-kind home: “nCaved”, a spacious and volumetric

area for the house design is about 600 m2 with dimensions

house, almost completely disappears into the rugged

of 30x20 meters and a slope of 20%. When uc21 architects

earth. Completed in 2020, the 340 square meters of space

were confronted with such difficult circumstances, they tried

disappear into the landscape in response to the harsh

to do their best to get the advantage of available spaces and

elements of the site. From the outside, it brings to mind the

land to meet the client’s demands. Due to this, the architects

entrance of a pyramid or tomb. Yet from the inside, the living

decided to divide the land into three parts: the biggest one

rooms are filled with natural light and afford spectacular

located in the north of the land, to build the residence where

views of the Aegean Sea. Regarding the brief of the project,

there is the relevant road, the second part was used for the

the architect explains: “The need to create a protected

outdoor entertainment activities, and the third part was for

shelter at a location of disarming view, but openly exposed

the green area of the lot.

to strong north winds, led us to the decision to drill the slope”.
NCAVED RESIDENCE IN
ARCHITECTUREPRIZE.COM
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BlackCliff House

Carbon Beach House

On the coast of West Vancouver, trucked down and away

Some might say - don’t tamper with a John Lautner house,

from the winding roads, BlackCliff house presides over the

but the new owner, a longtime passionate swimmer, wanted

Salish Sea, where the mountains rise from the water. The

to add an indoor pool to this classic modernist beach home.

home is a play of the monumental and the meditative. It is

Thus began an interior remodel project where the challenge

a tale of individual moments that can be, in the words of

for Kovac Design Studio lay in balancing client goals with the

McLeod Bovell co-founder Matt McLeod, “multiple things

spirit of the original architect’s creation.

at multiple times”. The home accommodates diverse living

The architects replaced an awkward 1990’s addition,

arrangements while connecting to the site’s abundant natural

incongruent with the original Lautner residence, with a new

character. It is an expression of the client’s desire to create a

indoor swimming pool that was designed to be largely

gathering place for current and future generations while still

indistinguishable to Lautner’s building. The new state-of-the-

being able to accommodate a smaller family unit.

art, wake-free lap-pool is surrounded by retractable glazing

The steep lot is primarily perpendicular to the waterline,

which lets in natural light, and the ocean’s smells and sounds,

while the structure is tilted on this axis, opening up the

blurring the boundaries between sea, house, and sky. Now,

glazing to sun from the southwest and views to north from

the client says, the house “breathes with me”.

the upper floor. “The complexity of the site is legible in the
design”, Bovell says. “You don’t simplify it. You don’t ignore it.
You respond to it.”
BLACKCLIFF HOUSE IN
ARCHITIZER.COM
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Charlie Suspension Light
by Essential Home
€4.880,00
in essentialhome.eu

SNAKE Rug
by Rug’Society
€8.870,00
in rugsociety.eu

Stonehenge Laponia Green Side Table
by Boca do Lobo
€3.910,00
in bocadolobo.com

Curve Sculpture
€1.348,56
in 1stdibs.com

Modern 21st Century
“Lime green Comala” Resin Vase
€232,51
in 1stdibs.com

ESSEX Armchair
by BRABBU
€2.770,00
in brabbu.com

HERMES Sofa
by BRABBU:
€5.530,00
in brabbu.com

Symphony Bathtub
by Maison Valentina
€23.370,00
in maisonvalentina.net
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CANNES: AN INSIDER GUIDE TO THE
GLITZ AND GLAMOUR OF THE RIVIERA

E

veryone knows its links to celebrities and

attract many to this cosmopolitan place in France.

billionaires. Cannes is full of luxurious hotels

Cannes mixes tradition and modernity to mesmerize many, to

and restaurants, and the annual Cannes Film

come and see its beauty.

Festival is an unmissable event. But there’s

In this city guide, you will learn what to do, where to stay, and

more to Cannes than the red carpets and celebrities that
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where to eat.
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WHAT TO VISIT

Le Suquet
The hill of Le “Suquet” is the birthplace of Cannes.

IN CANNES

Initially a Roman camp, Le Suquet is Cannes’ old town
quarter and the original site of the city. With its medieval
buildings and a castle on top of the hill, it offers an incredible
contrast to the glamor of the Croisette Boulevard.

Le Vieux Port
Le Vieux Port in Cannes is a picturesque, Provençal
neighborhood that offers rich architectural heritage, quaint
cobblestone streets, shopping, dining, casino gaming and
entertainment. Every year, the port hosts a huge annual
Yachting Festival. You’ll find prestigious exhibits and
presentations covering nearly 500 boats.

La Croisette
“The promenade of La Croisette is one of the most
appreciated jewels of the city of Cannes. Linking the beach
and the city, the Croisette is considered an attractive
promenade par excellence”.
Today, at more than 3km long, the Croisette presents a
diversified sidewalk where mythic hotels meet Casinos,
stores of well-known brands, sandy beaches, a rose garden,
the new harbor, Pierre Canto and tree-shaded gardens.

Palais des Festivals
Posing for a picture on the 22 steps leading up to the main
entrance of this concrete bunker – unlikely host to the
world’s most glamorous film festival – at the western end of
La Croisette is an essential Cannes experience. Afterwards,
wander along the Allée des Étoiles du Cinéma, a footpath
of 46 celebrity hand imprints in the pavement - it begins with
1.LE SUQUET 2. LE VIEUX PORT 3. LA CROISETTE 4. PALAIS DES FESTIVALS
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the hands of Meryl Streep in front of the tourist office..
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WHERE TO STAY
IN CANNES

Le Grand Hotel Cannes
45 Bd de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes, France
Le Grand Hotel is grand, that’s true. In order to hold its own, at
the midpoint of La Croisette, it would have to be. Furnishings
are drawn from the masterpieces of 20th-century design,
and the clean lines work in harmony with the tranquil sea
views on the Mediterranean side of the hotel.

JW Marriott Cannes
50 Bd de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes, France
Set on the same spot that was once home to the first Palais
des Festivals, JW Marriott Cannes not only has a historic
location — it’s also smack-dab in the middle of Boulevard
de la Croisette. The Cannes hotel still captures some of the
former Palais’ 1950s elegance, but also takes a bold, splashy
modern spin on luxury lodgings.
Hotel Barrière Le Majestic Cannes
10 Bd de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes, France
This luxurious, elegant, and charming palace is ideally
located on La Croisette facing the sea and the Palais des
Festivals. The palace has a heated outdoor pool, a private
beach, and water sports from the pier.

Hotel Martinez
73 Bd de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes, France
Everyone loves the Martinez’ Art Deco glamour. This
beachfront hotel is back on top form after a makeover by
interior-design genius Pierre-Yves Rochon. Not only does
it boast the only two-star Michelin restaurant in town, but
there’s a beach club and a spa too.
1.LE GRAND HOTEL CANNES 2.JW MARRIOTT CANNES 3.HOTEL BARRIERE LE MAJESTIC CANNES 4. HOTEL MARTINEZ
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Le Park 45

WHERE TO EAT

45 Bd de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes, France

IN CANNES

With the artisan touch of chef Sébastien Broda, Le Park
45 is widely recognized as one of the best restaurants in
Cannes. One year after he took the reins of Le Park 45, Chef
Broda earned a Michelin star. Most importantly, the views
are spectacular, adding the cherry on top to an already
delectable experience.

La Palme d’Or
73 Bd de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes, France
Reserve a seat on the airy terrace and soak in the backdrop of
luxury yachts in Cannes. With 2 Michelin stars, La Palme d’Or
of Hotel Martinez is undoubtedly one of the best restaurants
of the city. The creativity of chef Christian Sinicropi will
delight, with bold flavors and seasonal menus.

Villa Archange
Rue de l’Ouest, 06110 Le Cannet, França
Just a 10-minute drive from the Croisette, in Le Canet, is
a charming 18th century Provençal building housing a
renowned gourmet setting. The restaurant, congratulated
by two stars in the Michelin guide, offers a menu combining
Mediterranean and Breton flavors.

Le Roof, Five Seasons Hotel
22 Rue Bivouac Napoléon, 06400 Cannes, France
Le Roof Cannes is the rooftop terrace restaurant of the Five
Seas Hotel, the trendy-chic address in Cannes where you
can enjoy a gastronomic menu at the table of the young
creative chef Lori Moreau or sip a cocktail around the
swimming pool.
1. LE PARK 45 2.LA PALME D’OR 3. VILLA ARCHANGE 4. LE ROOF, FIVE SEASONS HOTEL
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Collected Dining Rooms
Dining rooms are one of the essential rooms in our house: it
is where we first disconnect after a busy and tirind day, and
where we gather friends and family for long dinners. To help
you create your ideal tailor-made design, BRABBU created
the Book Collected Dining Rooms, giving all the insights you
need to know.

EBOOKS

MUST READ

THE A LIST OF INTERIORS

Live Beautiful
The e-book Live Beautiful, written by Athena Calderone,
is excellent for those people who want to live the design
experience in a detailed way. The “EyeSwoon” creator and
renowned interior designer taps into her international network
of interior decorators, creatives, and tastemakers – featuring
icons such as Jenna Lyons, Nate Berkus and Jeremiah Brent,
and Robin Standefer and Stephen Alesch – to reveal how
carefully crafted interiors come together.

Jungalow
This e-book focuses on showing how nature and a “wilder”
lifestyle can be combined with beautiful and welcoming
design. The author Justina Blakeney tries to show the readers
that it is possible to combine these two things that seem so
antagonistic. This e-book is a must-read for those who see
life in a wilder way and at the same time enjoy interior design.

The Secret Lives of Colors
Every color has a story and a personality. Therefore, each
tone is unique and has the ability to give a touch of its own to
decoration. In the e-book The Secret Lives of Color, colors are
the main character. In this publication, written by Kassia St.Clair,
the focus is on creativity and how colors are fundamental to
form combinations and also to give new life to environments.

TrendBook Forecast 2022|23
A highly recommended e-book for design lovers is TrendBook
Forecast 2022|23. This work deals with 5 macro trends for
the coming months. It is an e-book full of color combinations,
materials that will be trends in the design world and also
a selection of interior design projects. Mandatory reading
for those who want to be aware of the trends and which
directions the design industry will take.
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MUST-WATCH
TED TALKS

A Garden In An Apartment
Britta Riley
Imagine being able to grow your own food inside a flat? That’s
TED IS A NONPARTISAN NONPROFIT DEVOTED TO SPREADING IDEAS, USUALLY IN THE FORM OF

what Britta Riley did. A New York City resident, the young

SHORT AND POWERFUL TALKS. IT STARTED IN 1984, AS A CONFERENCE WHERE TECHNOLOGY,

woman created a system for growing plants in disposable

ENTERTAINMENT AND DESIGN CONVERGED, BUT NOWADAYS, IT COVERS ALMOST ALL TOPICS, IN

plastic bottles and, after a lot of research, variations and help

MORE THAN 110 LANGUAGES.

from friends, she reached an excellent result. Besides having

THIS GLOBAL COMMUNITY WELCOMES PEOPLE WHO SEEK A DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF THE

a space in the living room window in which she grows her

WORLD, WITH THE WORLD’S MOST INSPIRED THINKERS TO SHARE IDEAS THAT CAN CHANGE

own food, Riley also innovated in the design and gave a new

ATTITUDES, LIVES AND, MOST IMPORTANLY, THE WORLD.

life to the environment.
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Houses Made of Bamboo

Architecture That’s Build to Heal

Elora Hardy

Michael Murphy

A small house built from bamboo alone is already impressive.

Architecture and design to improve people’s quality of life.

Imagine then buildings made out of bamboo? In this talk, we

This is how Michael Murphy works. It all started within his

can see the amazing bamboo houses built by Elora Hardy

own family, when the remodeling of the house where he

and her team. The topic, however, is not only about the

lived saved the life of his father, diagnosed with terminal

buildings made in Bali, but also touches on the potential of

cancer. After this, Michael decided to study architecture and

bamboo and how sustainable resources can be extremely

to think of projects that would save lives. Since then, he and

valuable and effective for the interior design industry.

his team have been developing architectural projects around
the world that seek to improve people’s quality of life and
bring the community together.
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How Painting Can Transform Communities

Why The Buildings of The Future Will Be Shaped By…You

Haas & Hahn

Marc Kushner

After visiting the favela of Vila Cruzeiro, in Rio de Janeiro,
artists Jeroen Koolhaas and Dre Urhahn had the idea to

Raised in New Jersey, architect Marc Kushner looks at the

transform the houses of the community through painting. The

last thirty years of architecture and shows how society has

initiative was so successful that it made headlines in the local

become an essential part of the design process. This results

newspapers, which forced a second visit of the artists to Rio

in a way of doing architecture and design in which people

to continue the project through the favela.

most identify with and most feel they are participants in the
process.
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FILMS AND
TV SHOWS
INTERIOR DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
TV SHOWS TO WATCH THIS YEAR

Her

Abstract: The Art of Design

This film tells the story of a man who falls in love with

One of the most well-known series about architecture and

an artificial intelligence machine. During the film, director

design, Abstract: The Art of Design is a full plate for those

Spike Jonze makes a point of showing in detail the

people who love architecture and design. Divided into

minimalist decor of the flat where the lonely protagonist,

14 episodes, the series gives space to different fields of

interpreted by Joaquim Phoenix, lives.

design, which includes architecture and also guests who
specialize in interior design.

Lego House - Home of The Brick

Eero Saarinen: The Architect Who Saw The Future

This documentary portrays the conception, construction

The Intern captivates the trendy Brooklyn style of an

and design of LEGO House. The intention of the piece is

e-commerce entrepreneur both at home and at work.

to show the insight and challenges faced throughout the

Based around an e-commerce start-up company in

process of building LEGO House. It is interesting for those

Brooklyn, the office is an open space with a very

who are curious about what are the stages of construction

contemporary vibe. The space is kept bright and open

and development of an architecture and design project.

with glass walls and polished floors populated with clean
rows of white desks and grey chairs, which makes it
eclectic, a mix of traditional, midcentury, and modern.
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At Home With Lauren Keenan

Clever

If you have the desire to learn directly from some of the most

The Clever podcast has design as its main theme, but it

renowned interior design professionals, the At Home with

has a different approach. Instead of talking only about the

Lauren Keenan podcast is a great option. The award-winning

subject in a formal and technical way, the hosts Amy Devers

Sydney podcaster gives tips on how to create the dream

and Jamie Derringer try to show the personal side of the

home and uses the premise that everyone deserves to have

interviewed designers, that is, they try to show the audience

a home they truly love.

that is listening what influenced the interviewee in the work
he develops. The informality and personality are unique
characteristics of this show.
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Affordable Interior Design

Young House Love Has a Podcast

In this podcast, New York designer Betsy Helmuth gives

The couple John and Sherry Petersik star in the Young House

simple and effective tips on how you can improve the spaces

Love Has a Podcast, which gives tips on interior design in

in your home without the need to make drastic changes.

a light, sweet and humorous way. In addition, the duo of

Recommended for anyone who loves design and needs

presenters brings in guests specialized on the subject to

some quick tips on the subject.

enrich the debate.
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@decus_interiors
Decus Interiors is formed by a team of women who seek to
show design in a simple way, but that catches the attention
of the followers. Although it is based in Sydney, the posts,

INSTAGRAM ACCOUNTS

MUST FOLLOW

THE A LIST OF INTERIORS

generally, are inspired by Scandinavian culture and have as
a characteristic the use of nature and natural things for the
decoration of the environments. It is a recommended page
for those who like natural and inviting design.

@dabito
If you have interests in cozy, colorful environments that
value textures, Dabito is an Instagram account you need
to follow. Founder and creative director of Old Brand New,
Dabito explores interior design creatively and seeks to
bring followers spaces with a unique feel and varied color
palette.
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@zdesignathome

@apartment_34

For those who love spaces decorated with shades of grey,

On this Instagram account, you can find a series of posts and

the recommendation is this account. This page is full of

tips on how to decorate with a black and white based color

environments decorated with shades of grey and white. The

scheme, but that’s not all. On this page you will see how to

intention is precisely to show a decoration more clean and

have more vintage furniture and thus give a special face

that is also relaxing to the eye of the beholder.

to your space. If you like decoration that harks back a few
dozen years, this is the ideal page for you.
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DESIGN EVENTS
HD Expo 2022 (Las Vegas, United States) | 26-28.04.2022
As the name implies, Hospitality Design Expo is the largest
tradeshow in the hospitality design industry, showcasing the
most recent products, services, and innovative developments.
HD Expo has been around for about 30 years and is dedicated
to sharing the best of design. This year’s edition will take place

NYCxDESIGN (New York, United States) |

on April 26-28. The event brings together all types of people

10-20.05.2022

involved in the design industry, whether they are Owners,
Operators, Designers, Architects, Developers, Suppliers, Experts,

NYCxDESIGN

and many more reunite in this event.

is

a

non-profit

organization

dedicated to empowering and promoting New

ICFF (New York, United States) | 25.04-08.05.2022

York City’s thriving creative community. Since

Boston Design Week (Boston, Unites States) |
25.04-08.05.2022
Boston Design Week is an event that aims to show
the public all aspects of the design world and to
emphasize the importance of design in everyone’s
life. This year’s event will take place from April 26
to May 8, with the goal of attracting new audiences,
organizations, and design industries.
PAD Paris Design + Art (Paris, France) | 05-10.04.2022

Architecture, Landscape Design and Outdoor,

After being postponed last year, the International Contemporary

its founding in 2012, the organization has grown

Furniture Fair will be held as usual in May, from the 15th to the

to become one of the world’s leading design

17th. The International Contemporary Furniture Fair (ICFF) is the

festivals. This year marks the tenth anniversary of

leading platform for contemporary furniture design. The global

NYCxDESIGN, which will be held from May 10 to

event is typically held in New York City and draws an audience

May 20 and aims to showcase the city’s diversity

of around 10,000 architects, interior designers, retailers,

in terms of designers, makers, manufacturers,

developers, and press to witness various perspectives on the

cutting-edge design businesses, and many more.

industry. The ICFF brings together over 300 established design

This design festival brings together approximately

brands from over 25 countries, and the opportunity to network

300,000 national and international visitors and

is immense. ICFF has a number of categories to explore like

hosts a variety of events centered on design,

Outdoor Furniture, Kitchen & Bath, Contract Furniture and more.

innovation, creativity, and culture.

Design and Social Impact, and Handmade Design
Paris Art+Design is a ground-breaking event in the world

are among the categories of the event that will

of interior design. The annual event is held in Paris and was

gather a lot of the people in the industry.

Salone del Mobile (Milan, Italy) | 7-12.06.2022

founded in 1998 as the world’s first design fair. Its 24th edition
will be held from April 5 to 10, and it will bring together some of

Salone del Mobile, which has been rescheduled for June 7th to

the best international and French galleries of innovative fashion

12th, is a well-known design event. The event will commemorate

design. When it comes to design festivals, PAD remains at the

its 60th season by emphasizing key elements such as quality,

top as it reunites the best of modern and contemporary design.

innovation, beauty, and sustainability.

Every year, the design event provides its visitors with a wonderful

The goal of this edition is to show how times are changing and

experience while displaying the beauty and personality of

how people can incorporate environmental awareness into

the participants and where the taste for 20th and 21st-century

furniture production. This year’s Salone del Mobile will feature

design is highly valued.

over 2,000 exhibitors displaying a wide range of innovative
designs.
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SALONE DEL
MOBILE SPECIAL
ISALONI RETURNS THIS SUMMER AND
WILL BRING A LOT OF NEWS

From June 7th to 12th, the 60th Salone del Mobile.Milano
will be held at Fiera Milano Rho, celebrating this important
milestone through the event’s main values: quality, innovation,
beauty, and, now more than ever, sustainability. This year’s
goal is to show that it is possible and necessary for these
major international events to resume their realization in
person while incorporating sustainability and environmental
awareness in the production of furniture. Salone del Mobile.
Milano will venture beyond the fair and into the city once
more: beginning on the first day of the event, a monumental
site-specific film installation based on the 11 values that have
always been embedded in Salone’s DNA will be presented
at Sala Delle Cariatidi from Palazzo Reale. Eleven films
by eleven important Italian filmmakers will be screened.

PROJECT SOUTH WEST
LONDON FLAT

The collaboration with Teatro alla Scala Foundation will
be renewed with greater openness to the exchange and
circulation of ideas, culture, and creativity. The EuroCucina
biennial exhibitions, its side event FTK (Technology For
the Kitchen), and the International Bathroom Exhibition will
all be part of the June event. Following its debut in 2019,
S.Project will highlight the most significant lines of research
in surface and solutions that will allow the design to be
transferred from individual parts to entire environments.
Over 600 young designers will be showcased at the 23rd
SaloneSatellite. This year’s theme is Design for the Future.
The Home’Society brands will also be present at this event:
Brabbu and Rug’Society will have their stand, as well as the
luxury bathroom brand Maison Valentina.
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FEATURED COMPANIES

BRABBU
MAISON VALENTINA
RUG’SOCIETY
BOCA DO LOBO
DELIGHTFULL
ESSENTIAL HOME
LUXXU
HOLLOWAY LI
STUDIO MARCO PIVA
MIAJA DESIGN GROUP
TETRO ARQUITETURA
MARIO MARTINS ATELIER
MOLD ARCHITECTS
UC21 ARCHITECTS
MCLEOD BOVELL
KOVAC DESIGN STUDIO
BEPPE RASO
ANDREA MARTIRADONNA
1STDIBS
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BRABBU.COM
MAISONVALENTINA.NET
RUGSOCIETY.EU
BOCADOLOBO.COM
DELIGHTFULL.EU
ESSENTIALHOME.EU
LUXXU.NET
HOLLOWAYLI.COM
STUDIOMARCOPIVA.COM
MIAJADESIGNGROUP.COM
TETRO.COM.BR
MARIOMARTINS.COM
MOLDARCHITECTS.COM
UC21ARCHITECTS.COM
MCLEODBOVELL.COM
KOVACDESIGNSTUDIO.COM
BEPPERASO.COM
MARTIRADONNA.IT
1STDIBS.COM
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